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A new classic, cited by leaders and media around the globe as a highly
recommended read for anyone interested in innovation. In The Innovator’s DNA,
authors Jeffrey Dyer, Hal Gregersen, and bestselling author Clayton Christensen
(The Innovator’s Dilemma, The Innovator’s Solution, How Will You Measure
Your Life?) build on what we know about disruptive innovation to show how
individuals can develop the skills necessary to move progressively from idea to
impact. By identifying behaviors of the world’s best innovators—from leaders at
Amazon and Apple to those at Google, Skype, and Virgin Group—the authors
outline five discovery skills that distinguish innovative entrepreneurs and
executives from ordinary managers: Associating, Questioning, Observing,
Networking, and Experimenting. Once you master these competencies (the
authors provide a self-assessment for rating your own innovator’s DNA), the
authors explain how to generate ideas, collaborate to implement them, and build
innovation skills throughout the organization to result in a competitive edge. This
innovation advantage will translate into a premium in your company’s stock
price—an innovation premium—which is possible only by building the code for
innovation right into your organization’s people, processes, and guiding
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philosophies. Practical and provocative, The Innovator’s DNA is an essential
resource for individuals and teams who want to strengthen their innovative
prowess.
The Fourth International Conference on Signal-Image Technology & InternetBased S- tems (SITIS 2008) has been successfully held during the period 30th
November to 3rd of December of the year 2008 in Bali, Indonesia. The Track
Web-Based Information Te- nologies & Distributed Systems (WITDS) is one of
the four tracks of the conference. The track is devoted to emerging and novel
concepts, architectures and methodologies for c- ating an interconnected world in
which information can be exchanged easily, tasks can be processed
collaboratively, and communities of users with similar interests can be formed
while addressing security threats that are present more than ever before. The
track has attracted a large number of submissions; only ?fteen papers have been
accepted with - ceptance rate 27%. After the successful presentations of the
papers during the conference, the track chairs have agreed with Atlantis
publisher to publish the extended versions of the papers in a book. Each paper
has been extended with a minimum of 30% new materials from its original
conference manuscript. This book contains these extendedversions as
chaptersafter a second roundof reviews and improvement. The book is an
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excellent resource of information to researchers and it is based on four themes;
the ?rst theme is on advances in ad-hoc and routing protocols, the second theme
focuses on the latest techniques and methods on intelligent systems, the third
theme is a latest trend in Security and Policies, and the last theme is applications
of algorithms design methodologies on web based systems.
In its 114th year, Billboard remains the world's premier weekly music publication
and a diverse digital, events, brand, content and data licensing platform. Billboard
publishes the most trusted charts and offers unrivaled reporting about the latest
music, video, gaming, media, digital and mobile entertainment issues and trends.
Manage the huMONGOus amount of data collected through your web application
with MongoDB. This authoritative introduction—written by a core contributor to the
project—shows you the many advantages of using document-oriented databases,
and demonstrates how this reliable, high-performance system allows for almost
infinite horizontal scalability. This updated second edition provides guidance for
database developers, advanced configuration for system administrators, and an
overview of the concepts and use cases for other people on your project. Ideal
for NoSQL newcomers and experienced MongoDB users alike, this guide
provides numerous real-world schema design examples. Get started with
MongoDB core concepts and vocabulary Perform basic write operations at
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different levels of safety and speed Create complex queries, with options for
limiting, skipping, and sorting results Design an application that works well with
MongoDB Aggregate data, including counting, finding distinct values, grouping
documents, and using MapReduce Gather and interpret statistics about your
collections and databases Set up replica sets and automatic failover in MongoDB
Use sharding to scale horizontally, and learn how it impacts applications Delve
into monitoring, security and authentication, backup/restore, and other
administrative tasks
Apple’s new Photos app lets you do a whole lot more than simply store and edit
pictures and videos on a Mac or iOS device. With this comprehensive guide,
you’ll learn how to import, organize, and share your digital memories, as well as
how to improve, print, and use your photos in creative projects. With Lesa
Snider’s step-by-step instructions and expert advice, you’ll master Photos and
tame your image library—and have fun along the way! The important stuff you
need to know: Migrate from iPhoto. Learn how to make a quick and smooth
transition. Organize your collection with ease. Master the many ways to import,
group, and categorize images—and set up iCloud Family Sharing. Find your
photos quickly. Employ Photos’ powerful labeling, keyword and facial recognition
features to optimize searches. Sharpen your editing skills. Skillfully use Photos’
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impressive image- and video-editing tools on your Mac or iOS device. Access
photos anywhere. Sync your library to all of your Apple devices so your photos
travel with you wherever you go. Share them online. Show your shots to
everyone on your list by using shared albums, creating web galleries, posting
them on Facebook, and more. Dive into creative projects. Build pro-level
slideshows to share with others, and create gorgeous gift books, calendars, and
cards.
The Unauthorized Guide to iPhone, iPad, and iPod RepairA DIY Guide to
Extending the Life of Your iDevices!Que Publishing
Whether you’re completely new to iPod and iTunes or you’d like to discover
advanced techniques for playing, managing, browsing, buying, and storing music
and other files, iPod & iTunes For Dummies, 6th Edition can help you! The iPod
and iTunes have revolutionized how we enjoy music, and this bestselling guide
has been updated to keep you current. Here’s how to use the newest iPods, set
up iTunes on your Mac or PC, purchase music and movies, rip CDs, organize
your media library, make the most of digital sound, and so much more! The latest
iPods are much more than just digital music players. Now, surf the Web, rent
movies, buy songs and directly download them, send and receive e-mails, store
photos, play slideshows, watch videos, and play games. You’ll find information
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about all iPod models and how to set up iTunes so you can start enjoying your
iPod right away. You’ll learn how to: Learn how to use the iPod displays and
scrolling wheels Install iTunes and load your music Keep your library organized
so you can search, browse, and sort Create playlists and burn CDs Use your
iPod as a hard drive Share content legally Synchronize your e-mail, contacts, and
bookmarks Complete with lists of ten common problems and solutions, and
eleven tips for the equalizer, iPod & iTunes for Dummies, 6th Edition includes
bonus chapters about early iPod models, creating content for iPod, tips for
working with MusicMatch, using your iPod for backup and restore, and 14 web
sources for additional information.
"Game Feel" exposes "feel" as a hidden language in game design that no one has fully
articulated yet. The language could be compared to the building blocks of music (time
signatures, chord progressions, verse) - no matter the instruments, style or time period - these
building blocks come into play. Feel and sensation are similar building blocks where game
design is concerned. They create the meta-sensation of involvement with a game. The
understanding of how game designers create feel, and affect feel are only partially understood
by most in the field and tends to be overlooked as a method or course of study, yet a game's
feel is central to a game's success. This book brings the subject of feel to light by consolidating
existing theories into a cohesive book. The book covers topics like the role of sound, ancillary
indicators, the importance of metaphor, how people perceive things, and a brief history of feel
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in games. The associated web site contains a playset with ready-made tools to design feel in
games, six key components to creating virtual sensation. There's a play palette too, so the
desiger can first experience the importance of that component by altering variables and feeling
the results. The playset allows the reader to experience each of the sensations described in
the book, and then allows them to apply them to their own projects. Creating game feel without
having to program, essentially. The final version of the playset will have enough flexibility that
the reader will be able to use it as a companion to the exercises in the book, working through
each one to create the feel described.
By the #1 New York Times bestselling author of Killers of the Flower Moon, a powerful true
story of adventure and obsession in the Antarctic, lavishly illustrated with color photographs
Henry Worsley was a devoted husband and father and a decorated British special forces
officer who believed in honor and sacrifice. He was also a man obsessed. He spent his life
idolizing Ernest Shackleton, the nineteenth-century polar explorer, who tried to become the first
person to reach the South Pole, and later sought to cross Antarctica on foot. Shackleton never
completed his journeys, but he repeatedly rescued his men from certain death, and emerged
as one of the greatest leaders in history. Worsley felt an overpowering connection to those
expeditions. He was related to one of Shackleton's men, Frank Worsley, and spent a fortune
collecting artifacts from their epic treks across the continent. He modeled his military command
on Shackleton's legendary skills and was determined to measure his own powers of endurance
against them. He would succeed where Shackleton had failed, in the most brutal landscape in
the world. In 2008, Worsley set out across Antarctica with two other descendants of
Shackleton's crew, battling the freezing, desolate landscape, life-threatening physical
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exhaustion, and hidden crevasses. Yet when he returned home he felt compelled to go back.
On November 13, 2015, at age 55, Worsley bid farewell to his family and embarked on his
most perilous quest: to walk across Antarctica alone. David Grann tells Worsley's remarkable
story with the intensity and power that have led him to be called "simply the best narrative
nonfiction writer working today." Illustrated with more than fifty stunning photographs from
Worsley's and Shackleton's journeys, The White Darkness is both a gorgeous keepsake
volume and a spellbinding story of courage, love, and a man pushing himself to the extremes
of human capacity.
Provides basic information about the biology, life cycles, and behavior of birds, along with brief
profiles of each of the eighty bird families in North America.
Get inspired by the women who discovered that working with your best friend can be the secret
to professional success--and maybe even the future of business--from the co-founders of the
website Of a Kind. When Erica Cerulo and Claire Mazur met in college in 2002, they bonded
instantly. Fast-forward to 2010, when they founded the popular fashion and design website Of
a Kind. Now, in their first book, Cerulo and Mazur bring to light the unique power of female
friendship to fuel successful businesses. Drawing on their own experiences, as well as the
stories of other thriving "work wives," they highlight the ways in which vulnerability, openness,
and compassion--qualities central to so many women's relationships--lend themselves to
professional accomplishment and innovation. Featuring interviews with work wives such as
Amanda Hesser and Merrill Stubbs of the influential food community site Food52, Ann
Friedman, Aminatou Sow, and Gina Delvac of the hit podcast Call Your Girlfriend, and Misty
May-Treanor and Kerri Walsh Jennings of Olympic volleyball fame, Work Wife addresses a
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range of topics vital to successful partnerships, such as being co-bosses, tackling
disagreements, dealing with money, and accommodating motherhood. Demonstrating how
female partnerships in the office are productive, progressive, and empowering, Cerulo and
Mazur offer an invaluable roadmap for a feminist reimagining of the workplace. Fun,
enlightening, and informative, Work Wife is a celebration of female friendship and
collaboration, proving that it's not just feasible but fruitful to mix BFFs with business. Advance
praise for Work Wife "Is the old adage 'Friends and business don't mix' true? Not according to
college friends Cerulo and Mazur, who translated their love of fashion and desire to support
emerging fashion designers into a successful business, the e-commerce site Of a Kind. . . . By
exploring topics such as setting expectations, defining roles, dividing responsibility, dealing
with finances, and addressing disputes, they deftly demonstrate how female friendships
produce empowering business partnerships. . . . This insightful, engaging work is an essential
guidebook for friends considering a business collaboration."--Library Journal (starred review)
"Friends since college, entrepreneurs Cerulo and Mazur . . . capture the energy of the current
social climate of women empowering women in their first book. . . . Engaging and thoughtful,
Work Wife champions strong relationships, healthy attitudes, and pragmatic decisionmaking--an excellent primer for women interested in creating their own opportunities."--Booklist
(starred review)
Your mission is an AFQT 99th percentile score – emerge victorious! If you're hoping to enter
the military, the ASVAB may be the most important test you'll ever take. Your scores from the
AFQT portion of the test determine your placement, and the minimum standards are rising
along with increases in enlistment. You need great scores to be an attractive candidate. The
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AFQT is scored on a percentile basis, so you're competing for rank against a million other
potential recruits. If you want to shine, you need to start preparing now. ASVAB AFQT For
Dummies, 2nd Edition is the ultimate guide to acing the English and Math sections of the
ASVAB. The AFQT score focuses on Word Knowledge, Reading Comprehension,
Mathematics Knowledge and Arithmetic Reasoning subtest, so you need to buckle down and
get up to par. ASVAB AFQT For Dummies has long been the go-to AFQT prep resource, and
the Premier version offers you an enhanced prep experience. In addition to the wealth of
information in the book, you'll also get access to a host of online content that more closely
mimics the actual ASVAB and CAT-ASVAB testing environment. Create your own practice
tests to eliminate your weaknesses Expand your vocabulary with interactive flashcards See
complete answers and explanations to each question Learn strategies specifically geared
toward taking the AFQT Your future in the military starts now. The minute you sit down to take
the ASVAB, you're telling recruiters what you're worth. Start preparing now to perform to your
full potential. ASVAB AFQT For Dummies, 2nd Edition is your single most valuable resource
for AFQT prep. Only you can decide if you're up to the challenge.
Explains how to use the portable music player to perform functions including play music, store
personal contact and calendar information, download and use applications, and use as a video
player.
From the industrial revolution to the railway age, through the era of electrification, the advent of
mass production, and finally to the information age, the same pattern keeps repeating itself. An
exciting, vibrant phase of innovation and financial speculation is followed by a crash, after
which begins a longer, more stately period during which the technology is actually deployed
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properly. This collection of surveys and articles from The Economist examines how far
technology has come and where it is heading. Part one looks at topics such as the “greying”
(maturing) of IT, the growing importance of security, the rise of outsourcing, and the challenge
of complexity, all of which have more to do with implementation than innovation. Part two looks
at the shift from corporate computing towards consumer technology, whereby new
technologies now appear first in consumer gadgets such as mobile phones. Topics covered
will include the emergence of the mobile phone as the “digital Swiss Army knife”; the rise of
digital cameras, which now outsell film-based ones; the growing size and importance of the
games industry and its ever-closer links with other more traditional parts of the entertainment
industry; and the social impact of technologies such as text messaging, Wi-Fi, and camera
phones. Part three considers which technology will lead the next great phase of technological
disruption and focuses on biotechnology, energy technology, and nanotechnology.

Here is your essential companion to Apple’s iPod touch. The iPod touch Pocket
Guide, Second Edition, offers real-world guidance and practical advice on how to:
Set up and quickly start using your pocket-sized computer. Download apps from
the App Store. Make FaceTime video calls. Take pictures and record video clips.
Keep everything in sync between your Windows PC or Mac and your touch. Email family and friends using your carrier’s wireless network or a Wi-Fi hotspot.
Listen to songs and podcasts, and watch movies and TV shows (and YouTube!).
Browse the Web using the built-in Safari browser. Figure out where you are with
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the iPod touch’s location services.
Reveals what can be understood about the natural world through the author's
year-long observation of a one-square-meter patch of old-growth Tennessee
forest, explaining the scientific ties binding all life and how the ecosystem has
cycled for millions of years. 25,000 first printing.
Shares tips, techniques, and shortcuts to using the iPad and iPad mini, covering
such topics as connecting to a network, reading ebooks, and creating videos.
Invites readers to change their perceptions about illness in order to understand
disease as an essential component of the evolutionary process, citing the role of
such malaises as diabetes, STDs, and the Avian Bird Flu in protecting the
survival of the human race. (Health & Fitness)
Accompanying DVD-ROM (i.e.: hybrid DVD-Video/DVD-ROM) contains ...
"dynamic application of DVD technology with samples from Dolby, DTS, THX,
IMAX, Joe Kane Productions, Microsoft, Widescreen Review, and others, plus
audio/video tests, WebDVD, HTML files, spreadsheets, and more."--Page 4 of
cover.
An updated introduction to the key features of iPod, iTunes, and the iTunes
music store explains how to customize one's device by setting preferences,
create and use playlists, copy files, burn an audio CD, preview music tracks, and
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search for and download songs. Original. (Beginner)
Presents the full content of the popular fake twitter account that followed Rahm
Emanuel's 2011 Chicago mayoral campaign.
DON’T JUNK IT, FIX IT--AND SAVE A FORTUNE! The only reference & tutorial of its
kind--in full color! Fix your own iPhone, iPad, or iPod with secret repair knowledge
Apple doesn’t want you to have! This groundbreaking, full-color book shows you how
to resurrect expensive Apple mobile iDevices you thought were dead for good, and
save a fortune. Apple Certified Repair Technician Timothy L. Warner demystifies
everything about iDevice repair, presenting simple, step-by-step procedures and
hundreds of crisp, detailed, full-color photos. He’ll walk you through safely taking apart
your iDevice, replacing what’s broken, and reliably reassembling it. You’ll learn where
to get the tools and exactly how to use them. Warner even reveals sources for broken
Apple devices you can fix at low cost--for yourself, or even for resale! Replace All
These iDevice Components: • Battery • Display • SIM card • Logic board • Dock
connector Take Apart, Fix, and Reassemble: • iPod nano (5th & 7th Gen) • iPod touch
(4th & 5th Gen) • iPhone (3GS, 4, 4S, & 5) • iPad (iPad 2, iPad 4th Gen, & iPad mini)
Fix Common Software-Related Failures: • Emergency data recovery • Jailbreaking •
Carrier unlocking Do What Apple Never Intended: • Resurrect a waterlogged iDevice •
Prepare an iDevice for resale • Install non-Apple Store apps • Perform out-of-warranty
repairs All technical content reviewed & approved by iFixit, world leader in iDevice
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parts, tools, and repair tutorials!
Explains how to use the portable music player with a Windows PC or a Macintosh
computer to perform functions including play music, store personal contact and
calendar information, and use as a video player.
What if the perfect world wasn't built for you? Welcome to QualityLand, the best country
on Earth. Here, a universal ranking system determines the social advantages and
career opportunities of every member of society. An automated matchmaking service
knows the best partners for everyone and helps with the break up when your ideal
match (frequently) changes. And the foolproof algorithms of the biggest, most
successful company in the world, TheShop, know what you want before you do and
conveniently deliver to your doorstep before you even order it. In QualityCity, Peter
Jobless is a machine scrapper who can't quite bring himself to destroy the imperfect
machines sent his way, and has become the unwitting leader of a band of robotic
misfits hidden in his home and workplace. One day, Peter receives a product from
TheShop that he absolutely, positively knows he does not want, and which he decides,
at great personal cost, to return. The only problem: doing so means proving the perfect
algorithm of TheShop wrong, calling into question the very foundations of QualityLand
itself. Qualityland, Marc-Uwe Kling's first book to be translated into English, is a
brilliantly clever, illuminating satire in the tradition of Kurt Vonnegut, Douglas Adams,
and George Orwell that offers a visionary, frightening, and all-too funny glimpse at a
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near future we may be hurtling toward faster than it's at all comfortable to admit. So
why delay any longer? TheShop already knows you're going to love this book. You may
as well head to the cash register, crack the covers, and see why that is for yourself.
BONUS: This edition contains a The Song Is You discussion guide and excerpts from
Arthur Phillips's The Tragedy of Arthur, Prague, The Egyptologist, and Angelica. Each
song on Julian’s iPod, “that greatest of all human inventions,” is a touchstone. There
are songs for the girls from when he was single, there’s the one for the day he met his
wife-to-be, there’s one for the day his son was born. But when Julian’s family falls
apart, even music loses its hold on him. Until one snowy night in Brooklyn, when his
life’s soundtrack—and life itself—start to play again. Julian stumbles into a bar and sees
Cait O’Dwyer, a flame-haired Irish rock singer, performing with her band, and a strange
and unlikely love affair is ignited. Over the next few months, Julian and Cait’s passion
plays out, though they never meet. What follows is a heartbreaking dark comedy, the
tenderest of love stories, and a perfectly observed tale of the way we live now.
New York Times bestseller and beloved guide, revised and updated with up-to-the
minute scientific and spiritual insight, teaches readers how to listen to their bodies and
assess all areas of their lives--relational, psychological, creative, environmental,
professional--to understand what they need for health. "What a pleasure it is to see the
next generation of physicians waking up to what I call real medicine--the kind that
acknowledges our true power to heal and be well." - Christiane Northrup, M.D.,
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OB/GYN physician and author of the New York Times bestsellers: Women's Bodies,
Women's Wisdom and The Wisdom of Menopause When Mind Over Medicine was first
published, it broke new ground in the fertile region where science and spirituality
intersect. Through the process of restoring her own health, Dr. Lissa Rankin discovered
that the conventional health care she had been taught to practice was missing
something crucial: a recognition of the body's innate ability to self-repair and an
appreciation for how we can control these self-healing mechanisms with the power of
our own consciousness. To better understand this phenomenon, she explored peerreviewed medical literature and found evidence that the medical establishment had
been proving that the body can heal itself for over 50 years. She shared her findings
and laid out a practical plan for readers to heal themselves in this profoundly wise
book--a New York Times bestseller and now a classic guide for people who are on a
healing journey from illness, injury, or trauma. In the years since then, Dr. Rankin has
deepened her exploration of the world's healing tradition and her understanding of the
healing power we hold within ourselves--if only we can tap into it. This revised edition of
Mind Over Medicine reflects her latest research, evolving wisdom, and work with clients
and students in her healing community, as well as with doctors and other healers in her
Whole Health Medicine Institute. Inside, readers will discover: • A thorough update of
Dr. Rankin's signature Six Steps to Healing Yourself • New insight into how unresolved
trauma can stand in the way of healing from chronic and life-threatening illnesses-and
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powerful tools we can use to heal it • How to tune in to our Inner Pilot Light for intuitive
guidance in our healing And much more "The healing that is possible may be right
here," Dr. Rankin writes, "closer than close, underneath all your efforting and striving,
available if you are ready to humble yourself before this possibility and receive what
awaits you."
Complete beginner's guide to all aspects of modifying the classic Nintendo Game Boy.
Game Boy Modding teaches you how to purchase, refurbish, mod, and customize
Nintendo handheld consoles. The consoles are widely available and the customizations
are affordable, requiring only limited tools and know-how. Retro consoles are seeing a
resurgence of popularity worldwide, and king among these throwback devices is the
Nintendo Game Boy, which sold over 100 million units in its lifetime and introduced
gamers to Mario and Pokemon. These consoles emanate pixelated 8-bit retro charm,
but lack the modern technological enhancements that we take for granted in 2020.
You'll learn basic soldering and hardware modification techniques; how to change
speakers, buttons, and screen lenses; how to fix dead speakers and sticky buttons; and
how to personalize your Game Boy to your heart's content.
This reference guide to creating high quality security software covers the complete suite
of security applications referred to as end2end security. It illustrates basic concepts of
security engineering through real-world examples.

The author of the award-winning Webs of Power provides a guide and toolkit to
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understanding group dynamics, facilitating communication and dealing with
difficult people so those in collaborative organizations can generate cooperation,
be more efficient and attain success. Original. 10,000 first printing.
Showcases the computer graphics program's updated features while
demonstrating fundamental and advanced Photoshop concepts and displaying
professionally designed projects.
Explains how to use the portable music player with a Windows PC or a
Macintosh computer to perform functions including play music, store personal
contact and calendar information, and use as a portable FireWire drive.
A jaw-dropping novel of psychological suspense that asks, If the love of your life
disappeared without a trace, how far would you go to find out why? Hannah
Monroe's boyfriend, Matt, is gone. His belongings have disappeared from their
house. Every call she ever made to him, every text she ever sent, every photo of
him and any sign of him on social media have vanished. It's as though their last
four years together never happened. As Hannah struggles to get through the next
few days, with humiliation and recriminations whirring through her head, she
knows that she'll do whatever it takes to find him again and get answers. But as
soon as her search starts, she realizes she is being led into a maze of madness
and obsession. Step by suspenseful step, Hannah discovers her only way out is
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to come face to face with the shocking truth... READERS GUIDE INSIDE
“McGonigal is a clear, methodical writer, and her ideas are well argued.
Assertions are backed by countless psychological studies.” —The Boston Globe
“Powerful and provocative . . . McGonigal makes a persuasive case that games
have a lot to teach us about how to make our lives, and the world, better.” —San
Jose Mercury News “Jane McGonigal's insights have the elegant, compact,
deadly simplicity of plutonium, and the same explosive force.” —Cory Doctorow,
author of Little Brother A visionary game designer reveals how we can harness
the power of games to boost global happiness. With 174 million gamers in the
United States alone, we now live in a world where every generation will be a
gamer generation. But why, Jane McGonigal asks, should games be used for
escapist entertainment alone? In this groundbreaking book, she shows how we
can leverage the power of games to fix what is wrong with the real world-from
social problems like depression and obesity to global issues like poverty and
climate change-and introduces us to cutting-edge games that are already
changing the business, education, and nonprofit worlds. Written for gamers and
non-gamers alike, Reality Is Broken shows that the future will belong to those
who can understand, design, and play games. Jane McGonigal is also the author
of SuperBetter: A Revolutionary Approach to Getting Stronger, Happier, Braver
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and More Resilient.
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